Softcovers

Elegance and individuality for your care bed
Enjoy the new comfort

You always feel much better in an attractive bed. That’s why we now offer softcovers for our Dali II 24 Volt, Dali-Wash and Economic II/III care beds. They are elegant fabric covers which are easy to fit to the head and foot ends and if desired, they can even be fitted to the safety sides (also to the safety sides of our care bed Arminia III 24 Volt). Burmeier offers the patented softcovers in 7 attractive colours. This lets you adapt the care bed to suit any taste and living environment.

The softcovers are simply put on like sheets over the bed’s boards. This can be easily done in a few minutes with just a few adjustments.

The fabric cover is pulled over both bars of the safety side and fixed with a zipper. This closes the free space between the bars – which means enhanced safety for the occupant.

The softcovers are made from high-quality materials and can easily be cleaned at home in the washing machine (without being spun or machine-dried). They are environmentally friendly manufactured according to the OEKO-TEX Standard 100.

Let yourself be charmed by the cosiness of the new softcovers! Your healthcare supply store will be pleased to advise you on all the possible combinations.